
Dears, 


These are the RIB production upgrades of the next weeks: 

S1 => S1-CRX        S1/R2 => S1/R2-CRX       S1/R4 => S1/R4-CRX 
All operators K-PLUS, K-FAST and SUPER complete with S1 card will receive the S1-CRX. This means that radio 
receiver will be included in all products.


JOLLYs Electrobrake 
All JOLLYs have a new electrobrake more resistant to electric shocks (up to 450V). We have assigned a new silver 
color to its new bobine.


RAPID BOOMS with LED - now available 
3-4m are suitable for RAPID S and RAPID N

5m is suitable for RAPID N only.

You can download its manual from here: http://www.ribind.it/pdffiles/PARK_LIGHT.pdf


 DUO CARD 
This new accessory (code ACG8010) has been designed to facilitate the work of installers which must allow the 
customer to be able to manage and ensure the safety of two sliding gates or barriers at the same time. 

DUO CARD can be connected to the NC contacts of safety edges, stop button and photocells and to the NO 
contacts open, close, step-by-step buttons and the command given by a radio receiver. 

DUO CARD can be connected to control units with power supply for accessories 12Vdc or 24Vdc. 

It is therefore compatible with the RIB control panels K2007, KS 24, S1, PARK 230V and PARK 24V. 

It has a plastic container and a double-sided adhesive which permit to apply it inside the control board box. 

The manual is downloadable here: http://www.ribind.it/pdffiles/duocard.pdf


DUKE 24V and T2 24V D CRX 
AA10936 DUKE 24V 110°

AA10938 DUKE 24V 180°

ABT2027 T2 24V D CRX

The range of RIB products has been enriched with these new operators and control panel specific to manage their 
great power.

Take a look at their features here: http://www.ribind.it/pdffiles/duke24vct224vd.pdf


JACK SS and KIT JACK SS 
New versions are now available.

AA45009 JACK 20SS  10Nm

AA45011 JACK 40SS  20Nm

AA45013 JACK 60SS  30Nm

AA45015 JACK 90SS  50Nm


All operators are complete of Octagonal drive adapter Ø 60 ACG2200 and Support and square pivot ACG4701!


If you need further informations write directly to ribind@ribind.it.


To know in advance all RIB upgrades, click “I Like” button on RIB Facebook page.  
https://www.facebook.com/RIBsrl
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